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• "at present there is no consensus on what the chemical form(s) of GOM is(are),nor any reliable method to identify the chemical form(s) in the atmosphere. It is likely that more than one form of Hg(II) exists in the atmosphere, depending on its source." and the atmosphere, depending on its source." and the oxidants in the air. • "protocols do not provide a way to calibrate for GOM or PBM, quantify collection efficiency or quantify measurement interferences." • "There is some uncertainty as to whether current unspeciated measurements capture total gaseous mercury (TGM) or GEM." EST, 2014 
Conclusions
• KCl denuder does not collect different forms of GOM with equal efficiency • The measurement is biased low and varies as a function of the different forms in air. a function of the different forms in air. • There are interferences with water vapor and ozone that result in GOM being biased low.
• Surrogate surfaces are useful for understanding potential dry deposition • Passive samplers are useful for understanding relative concentrations • These samplers may be applied across broad spatial and temporal scales
• These samplers may be applied across broad spatial and temporal scales • The passive sampler method needs to be refined • Additional laboratory tests are needed to understand and calibrate • Huang et al 2014 Critical Review Environ. Sci.:
Processes Impacts, 16, 374-392.
